ProManual

Are you using the most
current versions of product
documentation to maintain
your equipment?
Secure, Individualized Access
ProManual offers individual access to product
documentation. Our team will equip each user
with unique login credentials and permissions.
• Komatsu Employee: Access to all parent
companies, minesites, and equipment
• Parent company: Access to all
minesites and equipment
• Minesite: Access to all equipment

ProManual is a secure
product documentation app
for iOS and Windows
Why ProManual
Maintaining a skilled, knowledgeable workforce is
a challenge every industry faces. With emerging
technologies, an everyday changing workforce,
and ﬂuctuations within the mining industry,
it is especially daunting. In today’s world, ontime, accurate product documentation plays a
key role to every organization’s success.
ProManual puts the most up-to-date
documentation at your ﬁngertips for every
Komatsu Mining Corp. product at your site.
When you connect to the Internet and log in to
ProManual, you will see relevant minesites and
equipment and have the option to download product
documentation to your device. Everything you
download will be accessible ofﬂine and available to
print securely.
Customize your app by setting your preferred language,
controlling how you receive updates, and favoriting
companies, minesites, and equipment.
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ProManual

Go Digital
A standard set of manuals for one
piece of equipment spans three heavyduty binders and comprises more than
50 manuals and 2,500 printed pages.
ProManual allows you to access all
product documentation for Komatsu’s
entire fleet of equipment from a
single, portable device.

Powered by PDFTron™
ProManual uses PDFTron, a robust and
intuitive PDF viewer. Key features include
the following:
• Navigate smoothly throughout the
document with multiple view options
• Search for speciﬁc content
and terminology
• Submit feedback with annotation tools

Streamlined Feedback
Use the markup tools to review procedures or
provide comments on a document, then hit
submit. If your device is online, the annotation
will be sent instantaneously.
Our publications group will review the
feedback with subject matter experts and
publish a new version.

Subscribe Today
Contact your local Komatsu Mining Corp.
ofﬁce to see how you can beneﬁt from
using ProManual.
Apple iOS 9 or higher
iPad or iPhone

Windows 10 or higher

The future of product documentation is here today.
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